CHEAT SHEET (ENGLISH)
INTRO
Escape Fake is an interactive, augmented reality Escape Room. You will get to know topics like fake news,
deep fake or phishing.
First, print certain images contained in the additional PDF. Place those images as shown in the
description!
We will find objects that can be collected and combined with each other to solve various puzzles. The
controls are simple.
Pickup items: Simply tap on an object / item.
Combine items: Drag and Drop objects / items.

ROOM-1: THE BUS DRIVER
The game starts with an online chat, explaining the base story.
We need to rescue a bus driver, who gets involved in a fake news campaign.
We start the game in his apartment and need to collect evidence for his innocence.

COLLECT & USE

Tap on the hammer to collect it.
Combine hammer with vase to destroy it and get the key.
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COLLECT CLUES & USE THE WHITE WALL CHART

Evidence can be collected on 3 spots of a wall chart.
Pickup the carpet knife and tap the travel magazine to open it.
1. Drag the knife onto the magazine to collect an article (evidence 1).
2. Pickup the calendar as another evidence and put all collected evidences on the wall chart. Collect
the calendar and drag it onto the wall chart
3. Tap the printer to print out one next evidence.
After you have collected all 3 evidences, you start a quiz on fake news.
The bus driver has never been a human trafficker!

THE SAFE

The wall chart shows the next part of the safe combination: 4 & 1.
The key opens the small bus model. This way we get 2 numbers for combination: 3 & 4.
The combination 4134 opens the safe.
Inside you find a picture with the next password: 1997 and a smartphone you can use later.

THE COMPUTER

Pick up the duct tape from the wall chart.
Use the duct tape on the webcam and enter the password 1997 at the computer.
Drag the photo onto the computer to activate picture search and start a quiz on
manipulation of photos. The picture has been manipulated!

THE PHONE

Pick up the power bank and combine it with the smartphone of the safe to charge its battery.
Now we can change the privacy settings and start a quiz on data protection.
We saved the driver from fake news, but he is going bankrupt now!
Use the Pc one last time to start a quiz on fraud and phishing to solve room 1!
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ROOM-2: THE POLITICIAN
You start this room with a chat as well. We have to help a European politician (Sophie) to restore her
reputation.

COLLECT CLUES WITH A POLAROID CAMERA

Pick up the Polaroid camera.
1. Take a picture of Sophies secondhand clothes.
2. Take a picture of the energy saving household in the kitchen.
3. Tap the solar panel to turn it 3 times until it is locked. Pick up the dry leaves. Drag
the leaves onto the composter and you can collect a bunch of worms. Drag those
worms to the aquarium and take a picture of the result! You have collected 3 clues
and a quiz on climate change starts.
Just like expected: the accusations about Sophie are wrong!
THE NEXT PASSWORD COMBINATION

Click on the pinboard behind the computer and a quiz about media competence will take a place.
•

This will show us the first part of the computer password: 01.

Click on the fridge in the kitchen to start a quiz on myths about the EU.
•

This will show us the second part of the computer password: 22.

STICKY GLUE

Pick up the empty glass from the window sill.
Drag the glass to the sink in the kitchen to fill it with water.
Combine the filled glass with corn flour and you will get glue!
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SOPHIE`S COMPUTER

Tap the robot vacuum cleaner and get the USB Stick.
Tap the computer and type in the password: 2012.
Combine the USB stick with the computer. This prints a photo of Sophie.
Pick up the photo and drag it on the pinboard beside the white facemask.
Combine the glue from before with the mask and you will get a Sophie-mask.

Drag this new mask onto the iPad to unlock it and start a quiz on Deep fake.
Drag the collected Polaroid pictures onto the iPad to finish room2!
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